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            THOUSANDS OF CLEANERS READY & WAITING

        

    

    
        
            Enter your postcode AND let us find you a cleaner


            
                
                
                Find Your Cleaner
            

        

    

    
        WHAT WE DO

        
            
                We provide you with a trustworthy, experienced and reliable cleaner within just two hours of making your booking. 
        Most clients choose to have a regular cleaner to come to their house, apartment or office, at regular times each week, fortnight or month.

                Homeclean is the largest cleaning company in the UK and has been operating for over 30 years. When you book a
            cleaner with us, you know you can relax and look forward to a beautiful home or office.

                Our fees are incredibly reasonable, you pay the cleaner from just £10.50 per hour. 

            

            
        

    

    
        
            HOW WE WORK

    
            Homeclean is professional and experienced at getting you a superb, fully vetted and reliable cleaner. We make everything as
            effortless as possible for you. You'll soon be able to enjoy your beautifully clean home or office.

    
            
                
                    
                    Book Yourself a Cleaner

                    Tell us what you need and we'll do the rest.
                    We handle everything and sort all of the details.

                

                
                    
                    We'll Send You
 a Superb Cleaner

                    All of our cleaners are interviewed and fully vetted.
                    They are chosen for their experience in cleaning and ironing.

                

                
                    
                    Your Property is Beautifully Cleaned

                    You can now relax and enjoy your free time
                    in your beautifully clean home or office.

                

            

        

    

    
    
        BOOK YOUR CLEANER NOW

        BOOK NOW
    


    
            
            
                
                    
                    Trusted Local Cleaners

                    All of our cleaners are personally interviewed and fully vetted. 
                        We select them for their experience in cleaning and ironing. 
                        Our cleaners live in the areas in which they work and are matched to our clients according to their bespoke needs.

                

                
                    
                    Fully Managed

                    We have offices all over the UK run by local people to ensure that we are able to respond to our clients needs.
                        Let us know your requirements and we take care of everything including providing cover when your cleaner is away on holiday.
                    

                

                
                    
                    Transparent Pricing

                    Because of the way in which we structure our fees, we are usually the best value for money in the area.
                        We focus on what our clients want and need and remove any unnecessary "extras".
                        You pay your cleaner direct so you always know what they are receiving for the work they do.
                    

                

            

        

    

    
        WHY WE ARE SO POPULAR

        
            
            
                Our fees are extremely reasonable and our service wonderful. It really is that simple.

                We have a fantastic team of cleaners, who are matched to our clients according to their bespoke needs.
                All of our trusted cleaners are experienced, personally interviewed and of course reference and fidelity
                checked.

                We pride ourselves on our high level of customer service, and we like to get to know our cleaners and our
                clients personally. This way we are able to always offer a flexible, attentive service, where your needs
                as the client always come first.

            

        

    

    
        
            
                8210REGISTERED
CLEANERS

                4710PROPERTIES CLEANED
PER MONTH

                42REGIONAL OFFICES
ACROSS THE UK

                4701HAPPY CLIENTS
EACH MONTH

                421KHOURS SPENT CLEANING
FOR OUR CLIENTS

            

        

    

    
        FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

        
            
                
                    
                        
                            Do I need to provide cleaning products?
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Yes, for a regular cleaning service we ask that you provide the cleaning equipment and materials for your cleaner to use.
                                This is because many clients have particular products which they prefer to be used in their home.
                                We also like to prevent any cross contamination which could occur if equipment is used in multiple properties.
                                We can often provide equipment for one-off cleans. Please ask when booking.
                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Is there a minimum length of time per clean?
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Yes we have a minimum visit length of two hours. 
                                Your cleaner will be happy to do any laundry or ironing if required to make up the time. 
                                Clients who require less than 2 hours per week often opt for 2 hours per fortnight instead.
                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            How do I pay?
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                You will pay the cleaner direct after each clean that they complete for you. 
                                Most of our clients will pay their cleaner in cash but it is also fine to pay by bank transfer if that is more convenient. 
                                Agency fees which are paid to Homeclean can be paid by credit or debit card or bank transfer.
                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            How are the cleaners vetted?
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                We are very proud of our vetting procedure. 
                                Prior to commencing work with us we require our cleaners to provide references from cleaning work that they have completed. 
                                We then verify these references by calling the referee and asking further questions regarding the quality of work, reliability and trustworthiness of the cleaner.
                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Can the cleaner come whilst I am out of the house or at work?
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Many of our clients prefer the cleaning to be done whilst they are out of the house. 
                                Most of our cleaners are keyholders for at least one client. 
                                The location of your keys can be tracked using our online client portal and we never keep your address anywhere near the keys for security reasons. 
                                If you do not wish the cleaner to have keys then you could consider fitting a key safe, or letting the cleaner in before you leave for work.
                            

                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            Can I change my cleaner?
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                We want you to have a cleaner who you are extremely satisfied with, so if at any point you wish to change your cleaner then you can get in touch with us and we are usually able to find a replacement very quickly.
                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            How do you match a cleaner to a client?
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                We are continually collecting feedback from our clients about how our cleaners are performing. 
                                Once we know the days and times that you would like a cleaner for then we check who is available in your area and always allocate a cleaner with the highest possible feedback rating.
                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Do you offer any incentives for loyalty?
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                Yes. 
                                Most of our clients have annual contracts with us. 
                                After the first year of an annual contract is completed then we offer a 25% discount for each and every year from year two.
                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            What tasks are and aren't included?
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                We know that each and every client and property is different so we don’t stipulate what must be done in each house. 
                                On your first clean the cleaner will ask what your requirements are and will be able to let you know what is possible within the allocated time. 
                                If more or less time is required then you will be able to make the decision for future cleans.
                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                            Why do you charge the agency fee separate to the cleaners pay?
                            

                        

                        
                            
                                We are aware that many cleaning companies will add their fee to every hour that you use the cleaner for but we find that this results in clients paying a higher hourly rate overall. 
                                By charging the agency fee separately we are able to keep our costs down and pass on these savings to our clients. 
                                Clients who use us for 2 hours per week pay the equivalent of around £12.15 per hour.
                            

                        

                    

                

            

        

    
    
    
        
        	
	
	
	
	



        
        
                            
                    
                    
                        I've been using Homeclean Manchester now for the past 6 months. They have simply been fantastic. They allocated me a dedicated and through cleaner who is always on time and does a consistently excellent job. I would highly recommend them

                        - Kevin Coyle

                    

                

                            
                    
                    
                        Wow , what a difference!! Very thorough. I would definitely recommend using them and so lovely to deal with.

                        - Debbie Gittens

                    

                

                            
                    
                    
                        Really pleased with my clean!....good attention to detail and office staff are friendly and professional. I initially booked a one off clean but am now a regular customer. Thank you-shall definitely recommend:)

                        - Sam Wright

                    

                

                            
                    
                    
                        Very pleased with the cleaners that were sent out to do a last minute one off - 
would recommend Homeclean MK.

                        - KellyP-111

                    

                

                            
                    
                    
                        Excellent service.  Jenny is so helpful and understanding to our needs.  We initially wanted just a one off clean but Jenny sent an amazing cleaner called Amanda who we now have clean on a weekly basis.  Would definitely recommend Homeclean MK

                        - Mel Fallows
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        REGIONAL OFFICES

        
                            
                    	Aberdeen
	Ashton Under Lyne
	Barnet
	Basildon
	Bedford
	Birmingham East
	Birmingham West
	Bolton
	Bristol
	Bromley
	Chester
	Chigwell
	Colne Valley
	Coventry
	Croydon
	Dartford
	Dudley
	East Grinstead
	Enfield
	Finchley
	Glasgow
	Gravesend
	Greenwich
	Guildford
	Hackney
	Hale
	Harrow
	Hertford
	Ilford
	Leeds
	London East
	London North
	London South East
	London South West
	Maidstone
	Manchester
	Merseyside
	Milton Keynes
	Pinner
	Poole
	Putney
	Reigate
	Richmond
	Salford
	Sheffield
	Slough
	Solihull
	Somerset
	Southend
	Speke
	St Helens
	Stevenage
	Stockport
	Stratford
	Sutton
	Sutton Coldfield
	Swindon
	Tayside & Fife
	Tayside & Fife
	Tonbridge Wells
	Trafford
	Twickenham
	Uxbridge
	Wakefield
	Wandsworth
	Wembley
	West Bromwich
	West Midlands
	Weymouth
	Wimbledon
	Wirral
	Woburn
	Wolverhampton
	Yeovil
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                COMPANY INFO

                
                    

                    124 City Road

                    London, EC1V 2NX

                                                            © 1985 - 2019

                    UK HOMECLEAN All Rights Reserved
                

                
                    Telephone: 020 7383 4958

                    Email: [email protected]
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